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OVERVIEW

Magnificent new home in an exclusive building with a
pool, garage and storage rooms, in Poblenou, near Mar
Bella beach.

The exclusive new development, Poblenou Taulat, offers this fantastic contemporary
style home designed by the architects Jordi Pons Carrió and Dídac Marsà Visay,
located in an excellent building with facilities such as a garage floor, a storage area
and an impressive communal terrace with a pool. It is located near the beach of Mar
Bella and several green areas in Poblenou, an area that combines its traditional
character with the cosmopolitan atmosphere of 22 @, Barcelona's innovation district.

The 109 m² apartment has been conceived as a modern home and prepared to adapt
to the contemporary lifestyle. It boasts a modern and practical design, a carefully
planned layout, lots of natural light and high quality finishes and materials, among
which we find brands such as Gröhe, Frank and Neff. In addition, it has features such
as motorized blinds and a home automation system to make your life easier.

Upon entering, we find a kitchen, to the right, equipped with high-level finishes, and
on the left, a large living-dining room. This living area is pleasant and comfortable,
enjoying natural light thanks to its access to a terrace, a perfect corner to enjoy the
privileged local climate The property also offers 3 wonderful single bedrooms and a
master bedroom with a private bathroom. A second bathroom completes the layout.

Residents have access to excellent community areas, such as storage rooms, a garage
floor with pre-installation for chargers of electric vehicles and a nice roof terrace
with a swimming pool, ideal to cool off during the hotter months and enjoy the
Mediterranean sun, admiring the views sea and the city.

Contact us to visit this fantastic new build home with a terrace in Poblenou.

lucasfox.com/go/bcn16918

Terrace, Swimming pool, Lift, Natural light,
Communal terrace, New build, Heating,
Air conditioning
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Important Information relating to properties offered by Lucas Fox. Any property particulars are not an offer or contract, nor part of one. You should not rely on statements by
Lucas Fox in the particulars or by word of mouth or in writing as being factually accurate about the property, its condition or its value. Neither Lucas Fox nor any associated
agent has any authority to make any representations about the property, and accordingly any information given is entirely without responsibility on the part of the agents,
seller(s) or lessor(s). Prior the signature of any document concerning the property we recommend that all purchasers consult an independent lawyer and if necessary carry out
a survey of the property to ascertain condition / measurements. Areas, measurements and distances given are approximate only and should be checked by the purchaser.
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